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Concrete is considered as an ancient building materialI but in generalI since the era of the ooman
architecture it was not in use for many centuriesK auring all this time other traditional materials were
used as the main materials of the built environmentK qhe revival of the use of concreteI even in a new
conceptI is connected to the industrial revolution and the appearance of the modern movement in
architectureK fn terms of historic construction the use of reinforced concrete is relatively recentK Because
of thisI most of the activity in conservation of the built heritage has mainly concentrated on more ancient
and traditional materialsK But in the last few yearsI because of the aging and the deterioration of
reinforced concrete buildingsI there is a growing necessity to deepen the understanding of the built
heritage of reinforced concrete buildings from an historic construction point of viewK Aspects like the
history of reinforced concrete in different placesI construction technologiesI structural analysis and other
aspectsI become crucial for the conservation act of reinforced concreteK qhis article deals with the history
of the reinforced concreteI while creating a typology of the use of concrete in buildings according to
engineering and architectural aspectsK qhisI as a first step towards the creation of a large databaseI which
may serve the conservation of the built heritage of reinforced concreteK
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N.N. oeinforced concrete and conservation
oeinforced concrete is one of the most common materials in our eraK jany buildings in our built
environment are made of reinforced concreteK qhis popular technology is one of the outcomes of the
industrial revolution and it has had a great influence on the modern movement in architectureK ButI
nowadaysI after over a century of utilization of this technology we face a new situation in which many
reinforced concrete buildings arrived to a stage of interventionW destruction or conservationK eoweverI
in contrast to historic buildingsI which were built before the modern eraI the reinforced concrete
buildings suffer a lack of professional knowledge about conservationK qhe field of conservation of
reinforced concrete is still young and there is a great necessity to develop an infrastructure of
knowledge to ensure the conservationK cundamental research on the history of concrete and suitable
conservation approaches and techniques are therefore needed Eeeinemann et alK OMMUFK
qhis article is focuses on the historical development of the reinforced concrete mainly from the point
of view of the connection between the structural aspects and the architectural languageK As an outcome
of this review of the historical developmentI a typology of different uses of reinforced concrete in
buildings is developed according to engineering and architectural aspectsI as a first step towards
a creation of a large databaseI which focuses on the conservation of the built heritage of reinforced
concreteK qhis database is especially important when dealing with conservationI where the authenticity
of the architectural language and the structural aspects are strongly connectedK qhe historical analysis
of the different concrete buildings is made along historyI until the sixties of the OMth centuryI based on
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the assumption that most of the buildings with a potential for conservation are in this eraK qhe focus
will be mainly on residential and public buildingsK
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O.N. Concrete during the early eras of civilization
pince early eras in the history of the human being it is possible to identify a large gamut of
construction technologies and materials in the built environmentK ButI it is widely accepted that
concrete in earliest time is identified mainly with the ooman bmpireK ft was one of the most dominant
elements in the ooman architecture and its developmentK qhe ooman ArchitectureI especially of the
city of oome is not imaginable without the concreteK qhe best known concrete shell is the old
pantheon EBerger OMMUFI which serves as an outstanding evidenceI besides other evidencesI for the
ability of the ooma bmpire to expand engineering abilities with this materialK qhisI in spite of the fact
that concrete as many other traditional materials at that timeI had limited mechanical abilitiesK fts main
problemI beside other problemsI was its relative disability to resist tensile effortsK fn spiteI and even
because of these constraintsI it is possible to note that in many concrete buildings of this periodI the
unity between architectural and structural aspects is high and it is possible to identify strong relations
between loadI formI material properties and other architectural aspectsK qhe limited character of the
traditional materials forced the builders to be creative and integrative in their solutions and indeed the
structural aspects are totally integrated in the design processK fn this way the structural aspects have
not only a functional importance but also an aesthetic and architectural influenceK fn this kind of
projectsI which can be called "archistructure" Earchitecture and structureFI the structural aspects are
amongst the most important form generatorsK fn this case it is possible to say that architecture is much
influenced by the structureI and that the structural system can not be separated from the visualJ
architectural system – qhey are one entity EjosseriI OMMSFK
O.O After the fall of the ooman bmpire
fn spite of the important role of the concrete in the successful ooman ArchitectureI this material was
relatively forgotten throughout the middleJages as many other things that the oomans did EBergerI
OMMUFK auring the period between the end of the ooman bmpire and the modern era other traditional
materials were used in a large scale but the same can be said about this architecture in relation to the
unity between structure and architecture – archistructureK qhe builders of the great cathedrals of the
jiddle Ages knew no separation of art and technologyI form and functionI structure and construction
EBergerI NVVSFK qhis in spiteI and even becauseI the limited abilities of the traditional materialsK qhe
same can be said about many other buildingsI which were built with traditional technologies and
materials during the oenaissance and during the next centuriesI until the modern eraK qhe historical
connection between structure and form can be seen clearly in many cases along the traditional
architecture eraK
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P.N. The industrial revolutionI the modern movement and reinforced concrete.
qhe industrial revolution has had a strong impact on different fields of lifeI including building
technologies and materialsK qhe modern movement in architectureI which had also a worldwide
influenceI is strongly connected to the industrial revolution and to the reinforced concrete as a unique
and important element in this eraK fndeedI many efforts were made since the NU th century to develop
the concrete as a building material in the industrial eraK qhe concrete was in focus againI many years
after its intensive use in the ooman bmpireI mainly because of its cheapnessI fireproof ability and
other important propertiesK barly explorations for new possibilities in the field of building technology
and materials showed that a combination between concreteI which has relatively high compression
abilities and low tensile abilitiesI with steelI which has high tensile abilitiesI beside other properties of
both of the materialsI can create new synergyK But the way to a real implementation of the idea in the
building construction field was still longK
P.O. The beginning of the use of reinforced concrete in architecture
qhe efforts to develop the reinforced concrete as a leading building technology in the industrial era
include different proposals and developments which were made in different places in burope and
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rnited ptatesK qhe whole process can be determined as an evolutionary process that many pioneers
were involved withK Between the pioneers of reinforced concrete for buildingsI acting with a
monolithic structureI it is possible to identify the crench crancois eennebique and the American
brnest oansome who worked with reinforced concrete since the second half of the nineteenth
centuryK qheir main contribution is rooted in the invention of reinforcing the structural systemI
where steel rods were inserted to increase the performance of the concrete and create a monolithic
structureK qhe monolithic reinforced buildings proved to be well suited to free planI workJspaces
with large openings where fire had been a danger beforeK eennebiqueDs system included slender
vertical postsI thin lateral beams on bracketsI and floor slabsK qhe concrete was one of the most
flexibleI one of the least determinant of formK ft relied on the shape of the mould and the shaping
intelligence of the designerK pome forms rather than others were certainly more logical in certain
situationsK But in spite all thisI the material in and of itself did not generate a vocabulary and the
architects of the last years of the nineteenth century made different attempts to discover a style
based on the reinforced concrete ECurtisI NVUOFK
qhe new technology released constraints that traditional technologies had beforeK qhe main constraint
which now was released is connected to the ability of reinforced concrete to cope with tensile stresses
beside other stresses in relation to traditional materialsK As an outcome new geometries and
morphologies became possible such as large span horizontal lines and horizontal planar surfacesI
which in general the traditional architecture could not be able to containK crom that time it is possible
to distinguish a large gamut of morphologies – from those who continue the traditional connection
between form and structure to those who keep less connection with this unity and in which the form is
not obliged to have a strong correlation with the structural considerationsK bven moreI in some cases it
is also possible to find a contradiction between the architectural form and the structural aspectsK qhe
new technology of reinforced concrete enabled in many cases this freedom between form and
structureI mainly where there were no extreme structural conditions like large spansI outstanding
loadsI lightJweight requirements and othersK fn cases where one or more of these conditions existedI
naturally the historical connection between structure and form became important and even crucial and
less freedom was left to the designerK
P.P. cirst steps towards new language based on reinforced concrete in the modern architecture
lne of the seminal experiments in crance is connected to Anatole de Baudot who was influenced by
the ideas of siolletJleJaucK Between the years NUVTJNVMR the church ptK gean de jontmartre in marisI
was erected according to his designK qhe skeleton of this church gave the impression of a light
structure with large spans and apparently thin supportsK At the outside facades of the churchI little
effort was made at expressing the skeleton ECurtisI NVUOFK ft can be said that in spite of the use of the
new technology and the freedom that it enabled the connection between structural considerationsI
architectural language and historic tradition remained relatively strongly connectedK
fn parallelI another significant activity in architecture of reinforced concrete in burope is identified
with Auguste merretK merret was a crench architectI who contributed tremendously to the penetration
and diffusion of the reinforced concrete in the modern architectureK fn NVMO he designed the
Appartment at OR oue cranklin maris – using reinforced concreteK After this project he continued to
design other reinforced concrete buildings and to have a great influence on the use of the reinforced
concrete as a leading technology in the modern movement of architectureK fn these cases there is no
great influence of the reinforced concrete on the architectural language – the new technology still
serves the historical language of architectureK
A great contribution to the exploration of different possibilities enabled with reinforced concrete
technology belongs to the great pwiss engineer oobert jaillartK fn his unique approach he integrated
the engineering and scientific knowledge with aesthetic and artistic values and in his work it is
impossible to separate the structural aspects from other aspects as in many cases in the traditional
architecture along history before the modern eraK ohine Bridge in qavanasa ENVMRF EcramptonI OMMTF
is a unique example for the unity that can be achieved also in reinforced concrete between engineering
performance and the geometry and form of the structureK qhe same can be said about other important
engineers who worked at that timeI like bugene creyssinetK
fn other places also it is possible to find a dynamic architectural activity with reinforced concreteK cor
example in the rpAI crank iloyd tright begun to design with reinforced concreteW sillage Bank
project of NVMNI and the bJw molish factory and rnity qempleI completed in Chicago in NVMR and NVMS
respectively EcramptonI OMMTFK Anothter example of an architect who was involved at that time with
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reinforced concrete in the rpA is Albert hahanK fn NVMV he used concrete in designing the automobile
factory in aetritI jichigan ECurtisI NVUOFK
qhe challenge to cover big spans with reinforced concrete technology was achieved in NVNP by max
bergK fn gahrhunderthalleI BreslauI he covered a circular space of SR meters in diameterI using
reinforced concrete elementsK qhe circular building was erected with many ribs surrounding the space
and supported by an upper ring at the centre and a lower ring in its turn supported by massive
pendentive archesK qhe unique skeleton of this structure was covered outside with keo Classical
elements EcramptonI OMMTFK qhis structure is one of the landmarks in the development of the use of
reinforced concreteI in which the structural considerations had a great influence on the architectural
languageI mainly in the interior of the buildingK qhis development can be identified as the continuation
to the historic unity between structure and architectureK ft it is also possible to note the contribution of
other important architects and engineers in this era to the acceptance and promotion of the reinforced
technologyK But the greatest influence on the penetration and the absorbtion of the reinforced concrete
as an important element in the modern architecture is due to Charles bduard geanneret who is also
known as ie corbusierK
P.4. ie Courbusier and beyondI reinforced concrete and the modern movement
ie courbusier has had an absolutly central and seminal role in the development of the OMth century
architecture Ecrampton OMMTFK fn his professional career he was exposed to different ideas including
the ideas of merret about reinforced concrete during his work in his atalierK fn NVN4 ie Corbusier
designed the jaison aomJfnoI which can be considered as one of the important landmarks of the
modern architecture connected to reinforced concreteK Beside this and other activities he announced
the "five points of a new architecture" – free standing supports EpilotisFI the roof gardenI the free planI
the ribbon window and the freely composed facade EkuttgensI NVVTFK qhese principles gave a direction
in many cases to a relatively modest and simple geometryK qhis geometry was in many cases abstract
and orthogonalK qhe structural result of this approach was very often an orthogonal skeleton with
a standard gridK eere it is possible to find relatively more freedom and separation between the
structural system and the architectural considerationsK ft is clear and obvious that the reinforced
concrete has a great contribution to this freedomK qhe international style and all the developments after
it are strongly connected to the abilities of the reinforced concreteK qhe ideas of ie Corbusier and
others were absorbed and diffused in many places and the modern movement continued to be more
and more acceptable and favorableK fn the practical world and in the academic lifeI for examples in
schools like the Bauhaus in dermany many of the activities were influenced by the modern movement
ideasK qhe reinforced concrete technology played an important role in this processI along with other
technologiesK jeanwhileI different experiments and new possibilities with reinforced concrete
continued to be explored using different ways of thinkingK
P.R. bxploring new possibilities of reinforced concrete architecture
jany projects of the modern movementI which were built according to modern thinkingI were in
many cases with a relatively modest and simple geometryI mainly abstract and orthogonalK qhe
structural result of this approach was very often an orthogonal skeleton with a standard gridK ButI in
parallel to this tendencyI it is possible to identify different architects and engineers who continue to
look for and to explore other possibilities to use reinforced concrete in different waysI in continuation
to other pioneers who begun to act before them like oobert jaillartI jax Berg and othersK
lne of the most creative and artistic person in the history of reinforced concrete in the modern era is
mier iuigi kerviI an ftalian engineer who was recognized mainly since the thirties of the OMth centuryK
kerviK eis unique works contributed to the development of the art of engineering with reinforced
concreteK Amongst his central projects during the thirties it is possible to identify the ptadium of
clorenceI a cantilever roof which was erected in NVPMJPO Ecleming et AlK NVVVFK After this project he
continued to design many outstanding works like qhe eangar in lrbitelloI palazzeto dello pport in
ooma and othersK At the same time also bduardo qorroja from ppain explored possibilities of using
the reinforced concrete for shell structures and indeed he can be considered between the main pioneers
of the reinforced concrete shellK Amongst the central works in which he was involvedI it is possible to
mention the design of the Algeciras jarket NVPP and warzuela racecourse grandstand – NVPR Ecleming
et AlK NVVVFK Epee also BenardoIOMMPFK
jeanwhile in the rpA also crank iloyd tright pursued his creative work with reinforced concrete in
other directionsK fn the haufman eouse – callingwater – built in NVPSI he showed the outstanding
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capacities of the reinforced concrete to enable the design of a unique and impressive cantileverd
structureK qhe unique expressivity of this building and the creation of a new interpretation of the
modern language of architecture could not exist without the reinforced concreteK fn addition to the
activity in this stream which can be called the impressive stream of reinforced concreteI it is possible
to identify architects like brich jendelsohn who also explored the possibilities of using the reinforced
concreteI creating a different language which is more expressionistic and impressiveK
collowing kervi and qoroja and their contribution to the concrete shells it is important to note celix
CandelaI who was born in ppain and lived in jexico Candela contributed mainly to the structural art
in the field of reinforced concrete shells since the fifties of the OMth century using in many cases
geometries of hyperbolic paraboloid in his shells beside other geometriesK Among his works areW qhe
Cosmic oay mavilion ENVROFI ia sirgen jilagrosa ENVRPJRRF and others Ecleming et AlK NVVVFK Epee
also mrinceton OMMUFK
fn addition to the different designers like CandelaI qorojaI and kervi who integrated the structural
engineering considerations in their creations in a very creative wayI it is possible to bring other designersK
A good example is bero paarinenI an outstanding architect who dealt with reinforced concrete Eas well as
with other materialsF in artistic and creative wayK Amongst his famous reinforced concrete projects is the
qtA qerminalI kew vork NVRSJSO EdympelINVVSFK Another outstanding example is eeinz fslerI a pwiss
creative engineer who continued to investigate and develop the concrete shell structuresK ee liberated the
shell design from the constraints of the classical geometry and gave the shells the natural geometry they
want to take onI to be in funicular equilibrium for their own load and a given support condition EBergerI
OMMUFK According to this concept different outstanding thin shell structures were built like the industruial
plant in oecherswilI pwitzerlandI completed in NVSR and other shells EBergerI NVVSFK
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4.N. deneral
According the historical analysis above it is possible to create a typologyI which identifies main
streams of reinforced concrete architecture in the modern eraI based on the relation between the
structural aspects and the architectural languageK qhis is especially important when dealing with
conservation where the authenticity of the architectural language and the structural aspects are
strongly connectedK fn general it is possible to identify four streams in modern reinforced concrete
architectureI as specified in the next paragraphsK
4.O. Architectural engineering – archistructure – reinforced concrete architecture
fn this kind of architecture the structural aspects are very central and there is a structural awareness
during the design process – as a must because of structural extreme conditions or as a choice of the
designerK ft can be said that the structural aspects can be considered as form generatorsK bxamples of
this architecture are projects of jax BergI bduardo qorojaI miere luigi nerviI celix CandelaI eeinz
fsler and othersK fn this case the structural efficiency is relatively high and in many cases it is nearly
impossible to separate the structural system from the architectural systemK qhese designers with
artisticJstructural art continue in many aspects the way of the ooman aesignersI dothic cathedralsI
daudiI siolett le aoc and othersK
4.P. cunctional reinforced concrete architecture
qhis kind of architecture is the most common architecture of the modern reinforced concrete
architectureK ft usually contains orthogonal linesI abstract elementsI and smooth surfacesK Accordingly
the structural system usually has a set of isolated piles which allow the plan and the facades to be free
and flexibleK fn many cases this system is piles and beams or framesK qhis structural system is
relatively simple from the point of view of the structural performanceI in spite of the fact that it is not
as structurally efficient as other efficient structuresK crom one side the structural aspects are not the
form generator but from the other side they are respected mainly from a functional point of viewK qhis
structural system can be visually exposed or hiddenK aifferent projects of ie Corbusier like the
jaison aomJfnoI works of talter droupius and others can be brought as examplesK
4.4. corm – impressive reinforced concrete architecture
qhis kind of architecture has in many cases an impressive form and the architectural language can
include non regular forms and geometries that in many cases can be in contrast with the structural
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considerationsK Because of this fact the structural system is complex in many cases and its structural
efficiency is relatively lowK bxample of this architecture can be qhe calling tater of crank iloyd
tright and other buildings of this kindI where the structural efforts are relatively highI as a choice of
the designer and not as a mustK
4.R. eybrid reinforced concrete architecture
qhis kind of architecture is a combination of the three streams which were introduced aboveK
AccordinglyI it can have different variations of two or more streams combined togetherK cor example a
combination of a shell structure with a regular – conventional modern architectureK qhe hybrid
situation can appear not only in existing historic buildings but also in cases where a new building
which belongs to one stream is added to an historic building which belongs to another streamK
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qhis article focuses on the history of reinforced concrete in the modern movement and suggests
a typology of the different streams of reinforced concrete architectureI in the light of the relations
between the structural aspects and the architectural language of the different buildings along historyK
qhis analysis is especially important when dealing with conservationI where the authenticity of the
architectural language and the structural aspects are strongly connectedK qhe aim is to create a basic
knowledge which will have to be further developedI as an essential and important step towards a more
professional conservation of reinforced concrete buildingsK
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